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- Let's talk about hearing aid fitting nuggets mined from recent research. And that

presentation will be done by Dr. Gus Mueller. And on the next slide here, we can see

our objectives for today's course. So upon completion of this course, you will be able

to relate the value of the HHIE/E to hearing aid selection. You'll be able to describe

potential negative effects of using instant-fit ear mold. You'll be able to describe the

effectiveness of modern hearing aid signal classification systems. You'll be able to

describe the satisfaction rates of new hearing aid users for different listening

conditions. And you'll be able to describe the typical JNDs for frequency response

changes in the hearing aid fitting. With that, let me introduce you to Dr.

Gus Mueller. He holds faculty positions with Vanderbilt University, the University of

Northern Colorado, and Rush University. He is a consultant for WSAudiology and

contributing editor for AudiologyOnline, where he has the monthly column 20Q With

Gus. Dr. Mueller is a founder of the American Academy of Audiology, a fellow of the

American Speech and Hearing Association, serves on the editorial boards of several

audiology journals, and is a consulting editor for Plural Publishing. In addition, he has

co-authored 12 books on hearing aids and hearing aid fittings, including the recent

three-volume "Modern Hearing Aids" series, and the clinical text on speech mapping

and probe mic measures. Gus is the co-founder of the popular website, eartunes.com,

and resides on a tropic North Dakota island, nestled between the tundra and reality,

just outside the City of Bismarck. Dr. Mueller, maybe you can tell us more about that

tropical location you're at today.

- You know, I would just... Well, thank you, Carol, for the kind introduction. I just, you

know, I encourage all of you to visit, really. I'm on that island right now. There's only

about 40 houses on the island. It's right along the Missouri River. But so much for

islands. Today, we're gonna talk about some hearing aid fitting nuggets that I've

collected, primarily based on research over the past two years. And, you know, I

understand that it's tough for, many of you are clinicians, you're busy. It's really tough
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to keep up with the literature. It would almost be a full-time job to read all the hearing

aid articles because there's over 300 a year. Many of them really do not have any

clinical tips in them.

Not saying that there necessarily should. But what I tried to do was locate a few that

really had something that you could do, that you could use the results on Monday

morning, or maybe even this afternoon, who knows? So we're gonna try if, see if we

can find a few of these. Not all of them are quite that big, but we'll see how we can,

how we do. As some of you might know, each year at the Academy of Audiology,

Catherine Palmer, Ryan McCreery, and I, we do a review of hearing aid research.

Catherine and I have actually been doing it for 20 years, and Ryan joined us a few

years ago. When we do that, we're very lucky because we have a woman who works

with Catherine, Lori Zitelli, who goes in and collects all the articles for us.

I'm not entirely sure that I'm using an article that Lori collected, but I think I might be.

So, anyway, I wanted to give her credit. I'm gonna pick some articles over the last

couple years, which means I dove into about 600 and pulled out a few that I think

you're going to like. I tried to break them down into four different categories, that being

pre-fitting considerations, signal processing, verification, and post-fitting, validation. So

let's get started. Start with a couple that relate to pre-fitting. So this is an article that

looked at recommending unilateral or bilateral hearing aid preference. Today, typically, I

think the average audiologist probably assumes if you have two aidable ears, we're

gonna give bilateral a shot.

But one always wonders, is there some tests that I could do that would give me an idea

of who would be a candidate or not? So this isn't really new thinking. Research like this

has been going on for a long time. Here's an article, for example, from Ear and Hearing

on looking at performance-intensity functions, and that is doing word recognition and

keep going louder, louder, louder, louder, and look at the person's performance
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intensity function, and then see if that relates to how well they do when they're fitted by

laterally versus unilaterally. I don't know how many of you are familiar with this article. It

was published 40 years ago. And I'm guessing some of you might have been reading

something much different 40 years ago like "Pat the Bunny."

But anyway, or some of you weren't born 40 years ago. Well, what did they do in this

study? They actually did some pre-testing. And in this pre-testing, they did four

different tests. A test that was developed at the NAL, I believe, by Cameron and Dillon

called the Listening in Spatial Noise-Sentences. And I'll have more on that in just a

second. Dichotic Digits, you probably know that. They then had an experiential hearing

aid simulator, where people could try out hearing aids and listen to monaural versus by

bilateral. And then finally, to look if dexterity was an issue, they had a Grooved

Pegboard Test. And they had a lot of people, 95 of them. And they went out and tried

using one hearing aid versus two over 14 weeks.

And then they came back to see what really related to hearing aid satisfaction. I wanna

just mention a little bit about the LiSN. It's a test that is often used for central auditory

processing, and it's where you manipulate the talker, and you also manipulate where

the background noise is coming from. And you have speakers that are either the same,

by speakers, I mean, talkers, that are either the same or different than the target. And

then you look at does the person get an advantage when you change the azimuth or

when you change the speaker? Here's a slide from Cameron and Dillon that explains it

to some degree. And you can see, if you go to the far left, you would have a spatial

advantage where you have the same voice coming from 90 degrees.

Up on the top middle, you have a talker advantage. You have a different voice coming

from zero degrees, and then you can look at the total advantage, which would be the

different voices and the different azimuths. And that's how the test scored. And the

results. Well, first of all, of the test they did, the one that had a slight correlation with
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bilateral preference was indeed the LiSN, which you might guess because of the way

the test is designed. However, what the authors concluded was that the accuracy of

the predictor was too low to warrant implementation of this test. And so the clinical

nugget is, as of right now, it's okay to just keep doing what we've been doing.

I don't think we know a simple or relatively quick clinical test that would give us an idea

of who will benefit from bilateral versus who would do best with unilateral. And again,

of course, I'm only talking about cases where both ears are aidable and the person

would be a reasonable bilateral candidate to begin with. So nugget number one, what

is a normal hearing? Some of you might recognize Larry Humes. Larry had an article

out a couple years ago, and I found this to be pretty interesting because it looks at

comparing different ways of deciding what is normal hearing and what isn't. What Larry

chose to use as one definition. And I guess it's as good as any because it's from the

World Health Organization.

As you might know, they have grades of hearing impairment. And what they do is they

look at the better ear average of five, one, two, and four, and then these are the rules

that they have. So it starts with no impairment. That's the PTA better than 20 dB, mild

impairment, and moderate. I'm just gonna go through those three because that's the

three that Larry used in his research. I'm guessing most of you are familiar with the

HHIE. It's been around for 40 years or more. This is just an example of the screening

version, which, by the way, clinically is probably, is very adequate. I don't think you

have to do the full 25 items. Larry did in his research because, this research, but this is

the way it would be scored.

Either yes, sometimes, or no. And then you would, you see there, you add them up.

The bigger the number, the worse it is. So for normal would be in zero to eight. And so

this has been around for a long time, and it works pretty well as I'm gonna show you.

So here are the data that Larry used, and these are actually data that we're also part of
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another really big study, looking at best practice versus allowing the consumer to

decide, which is the bottom chart of the two. CD stands for consumer decides. The top

part has to do with people fitted with probe mic tube now targets. We could spend all

day talking about that particular study.

I think the article was 42 pages long, but that's not the point I wanna make right now.

The point I wanna make is that, first of all, if you look at the black bars, for either group,

the top group or the bottom group, what you should see is that they're basically all the

same. The second thing I'd like you to look at is the groups I just circled, which is the

amount of benefit based on the HHIE. And if you notice going left to right, we have

normal, we have mild, and we have moderate, going top to bottom, we have people

that were fitted with best practice, on the bottom, we have people who picked their

own hearing aid.

And it doesn't matter what group you pick or how they were fitted, the benefit on the

HHIE was the same, was not significantly different, which you don't even need

statistics to see that because the benefit is almost identical. And what you might find

rather interesting is at the end of the clinical trial, nearly 80% of those in the normal

group purchased their hearing aids, meaning something that we all know, you can't just

look at the audiogram. Who knows? That could be my clinical tool. I mean, clinical

nugget, and it's close. It is well worth the time investment to give the HHIE a screening

version to most all your adult patients. This is something that really doesn't take very

long.

You certainly don't need eight years of college to administer it and score it. You could

have one of your assistants, the receptionist, you could mail it out in advance, and

shown by Larry's work, it provides very useful information. Okay, let's move on to

signal processing and features. I'm gonna talk, first of all, about something that you

might not necessarily think as signal processing, but indirectly, it is. And that's the type
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of ear mold that you fit for your patients. This is a chart that was developed at the NAL,

almost 40 years ago. It's been published many, many places, and I'm betting that most

of you have seen this at some point in your audiologic training or have maybe used it

for various reasons.

And what we see there is the amount of low frequency leakage that occurs for different

types of venting. So we start with the occluded. And if you notice that all we're seeing

is maybe a leakage of one to two dB in the very low frequencies. Then we go to a

one-millimeter vent, which is about the same as occluded, two-millimeter, and then we

start getting much bigger. We have a big 3.5-millimeter vent, and then we have tube

fitting. As you would guessed, this was all done with custom molds. Well, rumor has it

that many of you out there like to use instant-fit molds, which, you know, originally, it's

sort of interesting, originally, they were only for open fittings.

And then pretty soon, along came one that was slightly more closed and slightly more

closed, and now we have ones that are labeled closed, and we even have, which is

double domes. It sounds like that must be super closed if it's doubled. So these

researchers decided to take a look at what we get for leakage with these tips, and here

are the results. Hopefully, this makes sense to you. It should be similar in display to

what you just saw on the previous slide from Harvey Dillon. And what you're saying

there is the mean one standard deviation and the range for each one of the domes.

What I wanna focus on the most is what you get for a one-millimeter vent, and what

you get for a double dome.

The open is exactly what you'd expect to get for open. You get about a 25 dB loss in

the low frequencies. But take a look at what we're getting for the double domes, which

are supposed to be closed. We're getting around a 10, 12 dB loss at 500 hertz. That's

hardly closed, hardly closed. And, in fact, just to make the point, over on the right, you

see these new data for instant-fit tips, and let's look at the top red line, that's the
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double dome. And I'm gonna pick 500 hertz 'cause that's a real key frequency when

you're deciding what kind of ear mold to use. And let's look at, I have these lined up, I

think, correctly. And, first of all, you got to ask, is this what your favorite manufacturer's

using?

Or are they using this? And look at how it compares. A double dome, which you think

are closed, is really equivalent to a 3.5-millimeter vent from our thinking of years ago.

And by years ago, that could be last year. Well, what if, what if there's somebody out

there who doesn't do probe mic verification? First, let me say that if you do probe mic

verification, this doesn't matter so much because you have a target to match, and

you'll just simply adjust gain until you reach that target. But what if you don't do probe

mic verification? And I understand that in some fitting software, maybe all fitting

software, you have the option of selecting how tight the fitting is, and you click on open

or closed or one-millimeter vent or whatever the options are in the software.

So I just wanted to show you here, if you've fit a double dome, and you say, well, that

must be closed, and you click on closed, you will get the audiogram, excuse me, you'll

get the two-cc coupler findings that you see in the left panel. This was for somebody

with a hearing loss of 40 dB, gradually sloping down to 70, okay? I wanted to pick

somebody where you actually might want some gain in the lows. That's the response

you get. Now, what if it's really an open fitting? Well, that was pretty easy to simulate,

all I had to do is click on open, and this is what you'll get if the software thinks it's an

open fitting.

Notice that at 500, the software will put in 21 dB more gain, which it should because 21

dB is gonna leak out, and to attain the fitting target you want, you're gonna need 21

dB. But hopefully you get the point, and that if you told the software you're fitting

closed, but you're really fitting open, it's not gonna work very well. So this is critical, I

think. And again, if you're doing probe mic verification, it won't matter 'cause you'll dial
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in the right amount of gain anyway. So the clinical nugget here is if you're fitting

instant-fit tips and not conducting probe mic verification, you might end up with a very

different frequency response than what is indicated. And you say, well, wow, how

come closed isn't closed?

Well, there's a couple reasons. One is, of course, it's a much softer material, which

allows for sound to leak through, going both directions, I might say. And the other thing

is the, what is called a slit leak, which is the leak around the circumference of the ear

mold when it's in the canal. The degree that a slit leak impacts leakage has to do with

the lateral to medial contact of the ear canal. Well, these instant-fit tips simply do not

have as much contact with the ear canal than a traditional mold does, maybe only

several millimeters less. I can't say exactly how much, but several millimeters less,

which means that a slit leak will have a much bigger effect for a instant-fit tip than it will

for a custom ear mold.

Definitely something that you want to consider because I even have more reasons why

you should consider it. This is a research that looked at what really is the effect on

directional processing when you alter the fitting tip. You know, you've all maybe seen

research, and if you haven't seen it, the rep who comes to visit you is very happy to

point it out, how their latest technology improves things. It makes things three dB

better, it makes it five dB better, it improves things by 20%, 30%. It's 50% better than

our previous hearing aid. And they have research to show that. I will guarantee you that

in nearly all of that research, they used closed molds, okay? Well, let's see what

happened if you were to be so bold as to open things up and expect that you were to

get the same results.

I really like this study because they did a nice comparison of what the results were

doing a speech and noise test versus the acoustics of the ear for the given ear mold

that was fitted. So let's go over to the left left part of this screen first. And so for those
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of you, perhaps who are students and haven't taken your prob mic class yet, let me

say that what we're looking at here is what's called the real-ear occluded gain, which

indirectly is the same as the real ear occluded response, except we've subtracted out

to input so that it makes a nice scale starting at zero. So if you look at the top green

curve, you're seeing the REOG, and that REOG is very similar to the REUG, the

open-ear canal response, meaning that you indeed have a very open fit because you're

maintaining all the ear canal resonance, and you're picking up the contra effect.

The red line below that, the red curve... By the way, these are averages for the

participants in this study, which I think were 20. You see now, we're losing some of the

ear canal resonance, and we're losing essentially all of the contra effect. Then we go to

the two bottom curves, which are more closed. And again, you see what you'd expect.

Obviously, if it's totally closed, you won't have the same ear canal resonance before

because, you know, have a tube that's closed on both ends, which double the

resonance, and you got all that in hearing science. So what I do like about this then is

we have a one for one comparison. And to make it easy, I've drawn some arrows.

So that is the, this is the SRT-50. So this is where people are getting 50% correct in

background noise. So the SRT-50 for that open fitting, you see, is around minus five.

Then we close it up a little bit. And nice improvement, it jumps to minus seven. We

close it up a little bit more, and it jumps to about oh, 7 1/2. And we close it up a little bit

more, and it goes to about 8 1/2. So what we're seeing then is about a three dB

improvement by simply fitting the person with a closed ear mold. Or you can look at it

the other way, you see a three dB decrease by fitting them with open. So if you have

this super duper technology that's supposed to give you a six dB advantage, SNR

advantage, because of its bilateral beam forming, and you then fit the person with an

open ear mold, that six dB goes down to three dB, and you basically have the benefit

that you'd get from a directional microphone hearing aid from 1971.
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That was the first year they're introduced, by the way. And that's about the advantage

you got. So the benefit from directional is highly dependent on how tight the fitting is.

This is just to give you an idea. This is the 20 people from that study, and what you see

then is the degree of benefit for the closed fitting. Now, granted, there were a few

people who didn't get much benefit, and I can't tell you why, except that maybe the

open fitting was somewhat closed, but notice that for some people, for many of them,

the benefit was 40 dB or better. Some of them one, in fact, got a 60 dB benefit by

simply fitting them with a closed ear mold, which is pretty amazing.

This is from a study that John Pumford and I did, and we wanted to see how close

double domes are. So we're looking at it in a slightly different way than that earlier

study that I showed you with instant-fit. We're doing now, what is called the REOR. A

little bit ago. I showed you the REOG, where I'd subtracted out the input. This is the

REOR. So you have to change your thinking a little bit. This is to the ISTS. And so what

you see is if you look at the red dotted line and the blue dotted line, notice, they're

essentially identical. Well, this was with an open fitting, okay? So that's your, your

REOR looks exactly like the REUR.

And then look what happens when we put in our double dome tip. And out in the high

frequencies, up in the high frequencies, you see the reduction that you'd expect from

putting in a closed fitting. the teaching point here, however, is to notice that from about

1,500 hertz and below, it's no different than the open ear, which means even with the

so-called double dome, tight-fitting or closed fitting sound is leaking directly to the

eardrum, okay? It's going right past it and going to the eardrum. Right away, that

should tell you, it isn't gonna matter how good your noise reduction is 'cause the noise

is going straight to the eardrum. You want the ear mold to act as an attenuator, but that

isn't happening.
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And so how is that gonna affect your noise reduction? Well, as many of you already

have done at one time or another, you can very easily measure the goodness of your

noise reduction system by simply running a curve with noise reduction off and noise

reduction on, which is what we did here. Now, when you do this test, you don't want to

use the ISTS or the carrot passage, or any real speech because, of course, the system

should do nothing for that if it's working correctly. You need to use a noise that is really

noise, like speech noise or white noise, and so that the hearing aid identifies to that

noise. The point I wanna make here, however, is as we would predict from their

REORs, once you have something that's open, that then you'll have no noise reduction

in the low frequencies because the signal is going, the input signal, the noise is going

straight to the eardrum.

And so I think this becomes very important when you're doing post-fitting tweaking, a

person comes in and maybe they have a complaint about the noise reduction. Let's

say it's car noise, which we know is low frequency. You could put DNR on max or

super max, or triple max, or whatever you have in your software. If you have an open

fitting, you're not gonna have noise reduction in the low frequencies. It's just that

simple. The noise go straight to the eardrum. And by the way, most all background

noise is low frequency. So I gave an example of car noise, but this is just typical

background noise, which, actually, I think is a speech babble, and so it's not surprising

that it tends to follow the spectrum of speech.

So this is a big deal for special features. And the clinical nugget is if you think you're

fitting a closed instant-fit dome, and it's really open, or at least partially open, you

might have very different signal processing than what you desired. I see the day where

we're not gonna be quite so nuts about these instant-fitting tips and go back to a lot

more custom tips, but we'll see what happens. Ah, good old Audiology Happy Hour.

and who doesn't love that, really? It must be time for a Bloody Mary somewhere, but
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not here, not here. Anyway, good old Audiology Happy Hour. I'm guessing many of you

listeners are members of this. And I tend to look at it once a week or so.

It's actually quite entertaining. And I really enjoy reading the comments on there that

people make. And so here's, it's something I see a lot. "I have a patient who really

needs good noise reduction. What brands have you all been having good luck with?"

Which I always find interesting. There's research that tells you what's best and who has

the best and who doesn't, but I don't think it's luck. But anyway, "Hey, they're hive."

And I'm glad to know that I'm in a hive. "Hey there, hive. I need your help. What

manufacturer has the best directional technology?" But you know, what I haven't seen,

what I've never seen posted is "Hi, everyone. I'm looking for the hearing aid brand that

has the best signal classification system."

Now there is a caveat. I showed this slide at the last AAA, and the next day, someone

who must have been in audience actually asked that question. So I can't say I've never

seen it. I've only seen it once for the clever person who posted it right after my talk. But

anyway, normally, people don't ask that question, but they should be, but they should

be. And let me tell you why. The research is from this article here that did a very nice

job. And the nice thing about this is this is just a year old. So that means that they are

using hearing aids that were basically the same as what you guys are using. Here's

what they did.

They had, I don't know. I don't know that they named what brands they used. They just

said it was from the five major manufacturers. I'm not too sure how they determined

what the top five or normally, people use the top six. But anyway, they used five. They

had 28 acoustic scenes. Oh, I should add on that first bullet point, which could have

entered into this, the instruments were programmed to each company's default

proprietary algorithm, which is, which could make a difference because proprietary

algorithms do vary a little bit. I would've liked to seen them probe them all to the NAL,
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so you knew that wasn't a variable. But anyway, it's their study. They looked at 28

acoustic scenes with different environments, and they presented them to the five

devices mounted down in a mannequin.

And the scenes varied in content, SPL, and SNR. And I'll show you that in a moment. I

got sort of fascinated about what the music was because you know, music can be hard

to classify because some music sort of sounds like music and other music, not so

much. So anyway, I thought I'd add this, and not only did I add it, but for those of you

who signed in early, I gave you a heads up that you actually know exactly how this

sounded if you happen to look it up. It's hard to find the Ella Fitzgerald version. Nina

Simone did a really nice version of it. And then Ella did one with Nina, but I couldn't

find that one.

Anyway, "My Baby Just Cares for Me" was the song that they played, which has, for

those of you who haven't heard it, it has vocals, it has a piano solo in it that lasts about

a minute. And I think everybody will classify it as music. Anyway, this is directly from

the article. And if you're saying, "Whoa, how the heck do I interpret all that?" I agree

with you because most of it is nearly impossible to read, but the way if you wanna go

to the article, I believe it's open access at "Trends in Hearing." The darker, the darker,

the square is the more frequent the classifier. Just to give you an example of how that

works.

I'm gonna go to music since we're just talking about that. And I look at there, hearing

aid B, that's very black, which means it classified it a lot. And I happen to be able to

read it. That's 100% that it classified music as speech and quiet, okay? Which means

then there should be a 0% over under music, and there is, okay? And so that's all this

works. But I have some charts for you that are a little easier to understand. I think I

have one more example. This particular product called speech and noise music was
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speech and noise like 76% of the time. I don't know, Metallica, maybe. Sorry if you're

Metallica fans, but to me, that sort of sounds like speech and noise.

But anyway, I don't think you want your hearing aid classifying music as speech and

noise. So what I did is I took all those charts, and I made it into something that I think

will be easier for you to understand. So what we have here is a back and forth

conversation between a man and woman and quiet. This should be pretty darn easy,

you would think, right? I mean if you're hearing aid, can't do this. Well, hearing aid C

can't. As you see, once the signal got up to 70 dB, it never classified it as quiet once,

okay? And when it was 85 dB only a couple times. What did it do? Hearing aid C

classified it as speech and noise, speech and noise.

The other problems, well, hearing aid D also had some problems for loud speech and

quiet, okay? And hearing aid D also classified it as speech and noise when it got up to

85, okay? That's not good, but it actually gets worse. And that's the classification in a

noisy food court. And this is a signal to noise ratio of plus five. This is where you really

want your hearing aid to work because you want it to be turning on directional and

noise reduction. Well, as you can see, the only hearing aid that really did pretty well

was hearing aid C, the one that really bombed for speech and quiet. Hearing aid C

apparently just wants to classify everything as speech and noise.

Now you see, hearing aid B got it okay when the speech and noise was 55, but when it

got up to 70, hearing aid B only got it right 40% of the time. Most speech and noise

situations for our patients are going to be around that 70 dB mark, and notice other

than hearing aid C, none of them are very good. That means that for your patients who

are out there in speech and noise, more, at least half the time, the hearing aid isn't

turning on directional and noise reduction. No wonder they're still complaining, right?

And here is the jazz music with vocal. Obviously, if I were to program a music program,

and I certainly would do it myself, I wouldn't rely on the manufacturer, what you're
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probably gonna do is you're gonna increase gain, you're gonna reduce compression,

and I'm gonna increase the MPO by about 10 dB because people's LDLs for music are

about 10 dB louder than they are for other things.

So that's what I would do. So it's relatively important that your hearing aids do

something like that. And to do that, they have to identify music as music. Well, a few of

them did okay. Hearing aid A, for example, did great in all cases. Hearing aid D did

great in all cases. But as you see, the other ones had some trouble. Soft music, hearing

aid B did not classify the 55 dB music as music once. It identified it as soft speech,

which means you don't get all those benefits that you would get for the music program.

The nugget is, whew. When a patient has a complaint about not receiving appropriate

benefit from directional technology or noise reduction, consider that it simply may be

because the hearing aids are not classifying signals correctly.

This really change your post-fitting tweaking, it changes your counseling. This is really

something, I think, important to consider. By the way, I don't believe, there were some

hearing aids that were considerably better than the other. I don't believe the people,

the author's name names, but you guys could check this out in your clinic yourself. You

don't really need the research. I think you could figure out a way to see if it's classifying

correctly or not. Okay, couple verification things. We're gonna talk a little bit about...

These are studies actually that I was involved in, so I thought it was fair to talk about

them 'cause they both have clinical nuggets. So this first one has to do with

autoREMfit, and that's the automatic fitting of hearing aids where the hearing aid

software and the probe mic equipment talked to each other.

And just so you know, I think most of you by now know what autoREMfit is. But either

the software takes information from the probe mic equipment, or the probe mic

equipment takes information from the software. It depends on what implementation

you're using. You need to make some initial background measurements, a few mouse
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clicks, and then you can just sit back and let the two of them talk to each other and

program something. Here's an example of autoREMfit. The top is before in here, it was

called AutoFit, and down below, it's after AutoFit. A huge difference. That was the

audiologist doing no programming at all. How do I know? Well, I know because that

chart is from the article probe mic measures 20 years ago, done by a guy named

Mueller in 2001.

So if you think that AutoFit is something new, it's been around for 21 years. To put that

in perspective, a cell phone with a camera was not available until 2002. I know some of

you younger people are going, "What? There was a cell phone without a camera? I

can't believe that." Yes, it's true. Okay, who's partnering with whom? Oticon is with

these four companies. Actually, I need to add. There's another, Inventis. I don't know if

they're partnering with anybody or not, but I know I've heard some people talking

about that probe mic equipment. Anyway, we'll keep going. ReSound is with a couple,

Signia's with four different companies. Starkey is it with at least Aurical. Oh, and

MedRx, Widex is with Aurical, I believe.

So, not all companies are with all probe mic equipment, but there's quite a bit of

overlap between the two. It would look something like this. This happens to be from

the Verifit. Up top is a not so good fitting. All we did was sit back, click a few buttons,

and we got the fitting down below, which is quite good. There's been research about

the benefits of autoREMfit. One of them had to do, an experienced clinician versus

autoREMfit, and they found it's about three minutes faster per ear. I don't know if that's

meaningful or not, but maybe you're just incredibly busy three minutes would matter.

Well, for two years, that would be six minutes. We looked at some, how close does it

get?

This is back to the study I did with John Pumford. Good, the orange bars are the

programming, the fit to target for 65 that we got, and we're within two dB. That's RMS
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error across frequencies. That's very good. An experienced clinician probably would be

no better than two dB if you averaged across frequencies. The thing that we won't talk

about much are the blue bars. And that was the mistake before we started

programming to the NAL fit of that particular company, which, of course, simply means

that you can't use that. You have to do probe mic in one form or another. This is the

audiogram that we use that blue audiogram. And this sort of makes the point I was just

making.

What you see here is for soft, average, and loud. We show the improvement when

autoREMfit was applied versus the manufacturer's default now. Huge, out in the high

frequencies, almost 10 dB, just because manufacturers fits aren't very good. Two

issues to consider though. Some of these autoREMfits only fit to 65. And if you then

don't have a fit to soft, you're gonna have to go back and fit to soft, and that takes

time. And also when you fit to soft, you probably will mess up average 'cause to fit to

soft, you're gonna have to increase amplifier gain. If you increase amplifier gain, you

just change gain for 65, and now you're gonna have to go back and do 65, which

means the whole reason for doing autoREMfit, you just lost the whole reason because

you're basically fitting the hearing aid yourself.

The second thing is what I just was talking about. You have to determine who's the

boss of this fit. Some companies like Verifit will not allow the software to be in charge

because Verifit knows that the manufacturer's targets are wrong. And so if you use the

Verifit, and you're partnering with the company, it will fit to the Verifit targets, which are

the true now targets. Now, if you are working with a company that where the software

is in charge, and the companies fit to target is, where they don't have the correct

targets in their software, then when you get your fit to target, it really isn't a fit to target

because it isn't the correct, it isn't the correct targets.
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So my choice would be is let the probe mic system do the driving, not the

manufacturer software do the driving, and that would be a good question for the rep of

your favorite company is who's in charge when you do autoREMfit? And that actually is

my clinical nugget. I just said it a little ahead of time. Well, here's a fun study I did with

the folks at University of Iowa that has to do with MPOs. And so we looked at, we did

this study about 10 years ago when Ruth Bentler was still working, not sitting on a

beach somewhere. So we compared the MPOs from six different manufacturers years

ago, and we thought we'd go back and do it again.

And so that's exactly what we did. We picked the top six manufacturers. And to give

you an idea of what we're looking for, if there was a potential mistake, was that we had

heard rumors that hearing aids had a really low MPO these days, which is sort of funny

because it used to be, we were concerned that it was too high, and now we're

concerned that it's too low. So to give you an idea of why this is so critical. So what

you see here is the speech signal for 75 dB. And what we want is we want this thing

called headroom. Headroom is the distance between the top of those green peaks and

the patient's LDL, okay?

That's the room that speech has to fluctuate, that's the room if you wanna listen to

music, and there's some peaks in the music. And so we wanna set the MPO close to

the measured LDLs, not the average, but the measured. Now, and this was the run for

this particular patient. Not too bad, it's not quite as pretty. I guess, if I really had spent

more time, I would've made it look a little bit more like this, which, of course, you can

because every product has multiple channel AGCo kneepoints. So that's the idea. You

want the MPO to be running up right below the patient's LDLs. Not too high, not too

low. But what if, this was the MPO setting.

At 90, okay? Notice that all of loud speech is being chopped off. You're not getting the

peaks of loud speech. Everything's bumping up to the ceiling, not good. Would that
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ever happen? Well, that's the question we asked. We took what we'd considered to be

an easy to fit patient, going in the 30s down to 60s and the highs, and I added on this

chart. These are the predicted LDLs based on the NAL software. Some of you might

not be aware, but in the true NAL software, if you get the standalone version, the NAL

actually has predicted LDLs based on the hearing loss, okay? I'm gonna say again that

you really need to measure them, but we were interested to see what the NAL would

come up with.

We then looked at the maximum power output, doing sweep tones in a two-cc coupler.

And this is what we got. The orange curve is reasonable. But look at the rest. Look at

the four of them bunched down around 75-80 dB. This is the MPO. We would expect

this person to have LDLs up around 100. Why would we wanna limit the output to 40?

That's like telling you, you have to live the rest of your life under a 40-watt bulb rather

than using 100-watt when you're out in your garage or someplace where you really

wanna find something. Who wants to live their life under a 40-watt light bulb? That's

what you're doing. And how does this impact for speech understanding?

It can have a significant impact. Let's take somebody who's in a noisy restaurant. It's

not uncommon. That background noise is 75 dB SPL. Let's say that this woman here is

wearing a poorly fitted hearing aid. And I say poorly fitted because the max output is

set to 75, which, by the way, was four of those six hearing aids if you allow the

manufacturer pick. And let's say this woman over here who knows her friend has a

hearing loss raises her voice to 80 dB to overcome the background noise. Actually,

even if your friend had normal hearing, you do this. It just comes natural. So what she

is doing is providing this listener a five dB SNR advantage. And even with the hearing

loss, you'll probably understand pretty well with the five dB SNR advantage, except if

the MPO is set to 75, there won't be a five dB advantage because everything is going

to be at 75.
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It can't go any higher than that. Now this woman on the right walks into your clinic

Monday morning and says, "Geez, I'm still really having trouble in restaurants." I

wonder would the average clinician, would the first thing they do is go in and turn the

MPO louder? That's the problem. Probably everything else is working fine. Important to

know, I think. So setting the MPO content can have several negative consequences.

Speech is distorted, music doesn't have any brilliance, but one of them is actually

reduced speech understanding if the SNR is positive. If it isn't positive to begin with,

then that isn't a factor. How do we get it just right. Well, first of all, Ruth Bentler

showed us that we don't use average.

This is her data from 508 ears that shows averages all over the place with a range of

about 50 dB. I won't go through this in any detail, but you simply do LDL measures for

frequency-specific tones. You convert them to two-cc coupler, and then you set the

output yourself. Go something like this. This was a patient who's LDLs... I only did two

frequencies because, maybe three would be better, but in this case, we just did two.

The LDLs were 92 at 1,000 and 104 at three. You then have to convert to two-cc

coupler. So you add what's called the RETSPLs. Just coincidentally, for both of those

two frequencies, the RETSPLs is three dB, so I got 92 plus three is 95, 104 plus three is

107.

go over to the right part of this slide, and what you then see is I just use these handles

down here to set the one, to set 500 to 90, or excuse me, 1, 000 to 95. And I set the

output of 3K to 107. I mean, this is pretty easy. You can do this before the patient ever

walks in the door because you did the LDLs back when you did the diagnostic exam.

And so you know, it's pretty easy for us to get this right. I don't think we have to rely on

a manufacturer to do it for us. Well, this can be very risky. I was afraid that was

happening. These people that... I had a great photo here that probably was

copyrighted, and it went away.
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Just let them, just leave it. It was a great photo, but it can be very risky, allowing

manufacturers to set it for you. So we went into phase two 'cause we wanted to say,

well, what actually, what do manufacturers actually said at two? So what we did is we

put in this audiogram that you see here. We did not put in LDLs, but they're just there

for your reference. And then we clicked program to NL2, and we wanted to see what

MPO settings would show up. And this is what we got. Now, had it been right at the

NAL, it would be at the zero line. Now you would think if you would select NAL in the

software, the MPL setting that the manufacturer used would be that recommended by

the NAL.

I guess that's too simple because look what we get. We get differences of 12 to 15 dB

from the NAL and among manufacturers, this is their premier product, we get

differences of 25 dB. They can't all be right. Something isn't right in the world, but it's a

strong message why the world needs us. It just shows that somebody out there with a

brain has to be doing these fittings. And the nugget is I worked at Shakey's Pizza for

many years. Well, many years, actually. One year, it seemed like many years. I was 21

and was still going to school, college, that is. And, anyway, we had, there were signs all

over Shakey's Pizza, and I was the cashier. And this was the sign right above me.

Shakey made a deal with the bank. Shakey doesn't cash checks, and the bank doesn't

make pizza. I encourage you to make the same deal with your manufacturer, your

favorite manufacturer. I promise never to build a hearing aid, and I trust that they won't

fit them. And I think the world will go along perfectly because that's why we went to

school is to fit these guys. Okay, just a couple things on... Remember the year? The

supergroup Traveling Wilburys. Their "Vo. 1" album went certified triple platinum. Good

ol' Traveling Wilburys. I could name all five, but we only have six minutes left, so I won't

go through, but I could talk about Traveling Wilburys all day 'cause they are pretty

special.
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Anyway, what was the year? The year was 1988. And how were we adjusting hearing

aids back then? The hearing aids looked like this, and we had a trimpot that we would

put on N, and if the person said it sounded bad, we'd put it on H, and if the person still

said it sounded bad, we'd put it back on N, and usually, that was okay, all right? You

got to word everything carefully. There's one more setting, I think, you're gonna like it,

and you just put it back where it was before. And usually, it got them out the door.

That's all we had to do. Well now, we have these super duper programmable hearing

aids. So how much better off are we now?

Well, I think they have an answer for us, so let's get into it. This was a real cool study.

They had experienced hearing aid users, and they started fitting them all to

programmed target-prescribed gain. They were all fitted the NL2. And then they did all

these adjustments of four, eight, and 12 dB for frequency, different frequency bands,

low, mid, and high, and then they would ask the patients if they could hear a difference,

okay? Probably something that you do in your clinic. You say, well, let me try this. And

then, well, Bob, did that sound better? And then they also had a sham trial where they

changed nothing to see if the person people were reliable and picked the same thing.

And they did, by the way, which I'll show you soon. These are the differences. So you

can see, these are big differences in low, medium, and high. In the article, the data

were plotted like this, but I've had trouble explaining this. So I rechartered it to look

more like this. So this is the low frequencies. And zero means no difference, and the

orange bar is when they said no difference. The blue is when they said worse, and the

gray is when they said better. So this is pretty easy. You see here that once you got out

to about an eight dB difference, people thought minus eight sounded worse and plus

eight sounded better. That's what people, nor people just like low frequencies.

It sounds mellow, and that's fine. That's not the teaching point I wanna make 'cause

that gets better here. The point I wanna make is when does it start to change when you
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get to the mid and high frequency? So that's the orange. The orange is when they said

it sounded the same. Well, what hopefully you can see here is at plus or minus four dB,

about 75% for plus or minus are still saying it sounds the same. They're not hearing

any difference. And then when you get up to eight, you're starting to see some

differences that sort of split between better and worse. But my main point I wanna

make is when they changed high frequencies 'cause that's what you do most of the

time, I betting.

And the whole point here is notice that even when there was an eight dB difference,

eight dB, over 60% of the time, the people could not hear a difference. That's the

orange bar. So the nugget is the smile that you put on the patient's face during

post-fitting tweaking maybe do the placebo effect, a halo effect, they like you, or just

random luck and not at all reflective of a true perceptual improvement. Something to

consider. 'Cause, typically, I don't think we do changes greater than eight dB in the

highs. MarkeTrak 10, we're gonna end with some good news. Okay, what you should

see on the left is a picture of trends in hearing. What you should see on a right is a

20Q.

So there's a good place to go look this up. Go to 20Q and read about Market 10.

MarkeTrak 22, by the way, is coming out soon. So there's your 20Q. Okay, this is just

super news to me. This all came out about a year or so ago. There's an important thing

here. They compared people wearing hearing aids, and this is people who just got their

hearing aids in the last year. And they're comparing their performance to people who

say they have a hearing loss, but did do not own hearing aids, okay? So this is the

increase. This isn't overall satisfaction. This is how much higher it is than the other, and

look at all this. For everything, it's over 30% higher than their peers.

And it's all the places where people have complaints. In noise, in the workplace,

watching TV, small groups, large groups. To me, this is just really great. The overall
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satisfaction in the worst place. This just stunned me. The overall satisfaction was 92%.

These are people who got their hearing aids in the last year. 92%, wow. 92% of people

aren't satisfied with their microwave, and hearing aids are that high? Wow. It's not just

a hearing thing either. Here's, again, people reporting better or much better, engage in

conversations, feeling about self, feeling included, confidence in self. And finally, I'm

now again comparing owners to non-owners. Regularly, since I've been using... Well,

excuse me. It's not since I've been using ear aids.

It's just how often, except the owners, of course, are using hearing aids, do you

regularly socialize? 52 versus 30. Not getting more for forgetful, 55 versus 30. Feel

engaged in life, 60 versus 30. This is really great data. If you have somebody who's

sitting on the fence or somebody who's a skeptic, I would have all these data made

into a nice little handout and give them and so, look, you know, it's not just me telling

you that hearing aids work. Hearing aids really work. And that's our final clinical

nugget. Hearing aids work pretty darn well when they're fitted correctly, I should add.

And that's it. Thank you much. And I think I landed, the big hand on my clock is on 12.

So I think it's about time to wrap this thing up. Carol, what do you got?

- [Carol Meyers] You know what? Perfect timing. So thank you very much, not only for

sharing all those nuggets about hearing aid fittings, but we also learned a few nuggets

about some music at the same time. So at this time we will go ahead and close out this

session. So thank you very much, Dr. Mueller, for joining us on the Signia Expert Series

in 2022.

- [Gus Mueller] Hey, it's been great. Let's do it again next year. There will be, there will

be more nuggets, I promise you.
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- [Carol Meyers] I know there will be more nuggets. Each year brings a whole new set

of nuggets for us to think about. So thank you Dr. Mueller. Thank you, everyone, for

attending today, and we'll see you next year with Dr. Mueller. Thank you.

- I hope so.

- [Carol Meyers] Okay.

- [Gus Mueller] Take care of those nuggets. Put them in a bank someplace.

- [Carol Meyers] Sounds good. Have a good day, everyone. Bye.
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